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Table 1.  Assessment tools for general biology module. 
 

Description 
Outcome  

assessed 

Mean 

(%) 

Range 

(%) 

Lab report-summarize data and demonstrate mastery of concepts 1-5 85.7 ± 8.4 42-99 

Punnet Square Homework showing genetic concepts 2 91.9 ± 17.2 0-100 

Lab Exam Questions    

 Module concepts (cross) 2 48 ± 50 0-100 

 Basic genetic concepts 2 87 ± 10 3-100 

 Module concepts (fly model, genome) 1, 3, 4 56 ± 40 0-100 

 Experimental design 1, 4 77 ± 20 20-100 

 Genome/FlyBase 3 79 ± 25 0-100 

 Statistical test-Chi square 5 45 ± 50 0-100 

 Statistical test-t-test  50 ± 50 0-100 

 
 We intend to compile data over multiple years to assess whether we are meeting our outcomes 
and also to make changes in areas where we are not successful.  Based on these limited assessment 
findings, we are successfully meeting some outcomes but not others.  For example, we seem to be 
successfully getting across basic genetic concepts and concepts about genomics.  This group of 
students, however, did not master concepts about the role of genetic screens and the use of model 
systems.  Some of the student outcomes, such as using statistical tests and being able to interpret and 
analyze data, are also larger student outcomes we have developed for our biology majors.  After one 
semester of biology, very few students are able to use statistical tools well, but our goal is teach this 
skill over the four years of the program to our majors.   
 References:  Berger, K.H., U. Heberlein, and M.S. Moore 2004,  Alcoholism, Clin. Exp. Res. 
28: 1469-1480;  Berger, K.H., E.C. Kong, J. Dubnau, T. Tully, M.S. Moore, and U. Heberlein 2008,  
Alcoholism, Clin. Exp. Res. 32: 895-908;  Heberlein, U., 2000,  Alcohol Res. Hlth. 24: 185-188;  
Spradling, A.C., D.M. Stern, I. Kiss, J. Roote, T. Laverty, and G.M. Rubin 1995,  PNAS USA 92: 
10824-10830;  Malherbe, Y., A. Kamping, W. van Delden, and L. van de Zande 2005, J. evol. Biol. 
18: 811-819;  Wolf, F.W., A.R. Rodan, L.T. Tsai, and U. Heberlein 2002,  J. Neurosci. 22: 11035-
11044. 
 
 

 
Confirmation of the Calvin B. Bridges study:  Based on nondisjunction, the white 
gene is located on the X chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster. 
 
Marvin, Rachel K., Christopher C. Wagner, and R.C. Woodruff.  Department of 
Biological Sciences, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403. 
 

 
 In 1910, Thomas Hunt Morgan reported on the recovery of a Drosophila melanogaster male 
with white eyes, instead of the usual red eyes (Morgan, 1910; see the figures below; RCW; 
http://www.cas.vanderbilt.edu/bsci111b/drosophila/supplemental).    
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After observing the F1 offspring of crosses of this white-eyed male with wild-type (red-eyed) 
females and the F2 offspring of subsequent crosses, Morgan proposed that the mutation (white, w) 
that caused this white-eye phenotype was recessive and was located on the X chromosome (was sex 
linked).  In addition, based on previous cytogenetic work by Nettie Stevens (Stevens, 1908, see 
Figure 58 of that article), Morgan also proposed that the Y chromosome in males did not have a 
partner gene for the white gene on the X chromosome;  females have two X chromosomes.  “The fact 
is that this R [the white+ allele] and X [the X chromosome] are combined, and have never existed 
apart.” (Morgan 1910).   

Morgan’s genetic proposal gave strong, but indirect evidence, that genes are physical objects 
located on (or a part of) chromosomes, giving support to the chromosomal theory of inheritance.  
Previously, Walter S. Sutton (1902) working on the cytogenetics of grasshoppers stated:  “I may 
finally call attention to the probability that the association of paternal and maternal chromosomes in 
pairs and their subsequent separation during the reducing division as indicated above may constitute 
the physical basis of the Mendelian law of heredity.”  This paper is considered to be the first 
argument that chromosomes during meiosis obey Mendelian rules (Crow and Crow, 2002).   

The proposal of Morgan that genes are on chromosomes was, however, not accepted by 
everyone.  For example, it could have been that the white gene was involved in sex determination, 
instead of being linked to the X chromosome.  William Bateson, who first suggested the word 
“genetics” and was one of the rediscovers of Mendel’s work, did not accept the chromosomal theory 
of inheritance until 1921 (Cock, 1983).  “Do you now believe in the chromosome basis of heredity?  
Yes, I do – and all my life’s work has gone for nothing” (Leonard Darwin talking with William 
Bateson;  Cock 1983).   

It was Morgan’s student, Calvin B. Bridges, who gave more direct proof that the white locus 
of D. melanogaster was physically attached to the X chromosome (Bridges 1913, 1916a, 1916b).  
Bridges predicted, and observed, that exceptional progeny (about 1/1700 total) from crosses of 
homozygous white-eyed (ww) females and red-eyed (w+Y) males were due to nondisjunction of the 
X chromosomes in females.  The exceptions were F1 white-eyed females (wwY) and F1 red-eyed 
males (w+0, only had a single X chromosome) (see the figure below;  also see Figure 5, using the 
vermilion mutation, in Bridges 1913). 
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 Bridges confirmed his genetic hypothesis by cyotological observations that, for sex 
chromosomes, the exceptional white-eyed females had two X chromosomes and one Y chromosome 
(XXY) (see Plate I, Figure 5 in Bridges, 1913) and that the exceptional males had only one X 
chromosome (X0).  “The genetic and cytological evidence in the case of non-disjunction leaves no 
escape from the conclusion that the X chromosomes are the carriers of the genes for the sex-linked 
characters.” (Bridges, 1916).  
 The objective of this teaching exercise is to determine if students can repeat the genetic results 
of Bridges.  In particular, can exceptional X0 males, recovered due to nondisjunction in female 
parents, be shown to be sterile because of the missing male fertility factors on the Y chromosome, 
and do the exceptional XXY females give the expected progeny.   
 The following crosses were performed to isolate and test for exceptional X0 males and 
exceptional XXY females produced by nondisjunction in females.  In these crosses, w1118/w1118 flies 
have white eyes due to a deletion in the sex-linked white gene and, therefore, cannot revert to wild 
type;  nub2 is linked to the second chromosome and nub2/nub2 have very short wings;  ve is also 
linked to the second chromosome and ve/ve have short wing veins.  The symbol “+” is the wild-type 
allele for a gene or the symbol for a wild-type chromosome.  w1118/w1118 ; nub2/nub2 is Indiana 
University stock 358;  and ve/ve is Indiana University stock 628.  The ve mutation is also called  
rhove-1.    
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w1118/w1118 ; nub2/nub2 females         × +/Y ; ve/ve males 

F1 progeny from regular disjunction of the X chromosomes in parental females:  

 w1118/+ ; ve  +/+  nub2  = XX females, red eyes & normal wings 

 w1118/Y ; ve  +/+  nub2 = XY males, white eyes & normal wings 

F1 progeny from nondisjunction of the X chromosomes in parental females:  

w1118/w1118/Y ; ve  +/+  nub2 = XXY females, white eyes & normal wings 

+/0 ; ve  +/+  nub2 = X0 males, red eyes, normal wings & sterile 
 

 The nub2 and ve mutants were used in this cross to remove the possibility of accidentally 
counting a parental female or male as F1 exceptional progeny and to identify the progeny from non-
virgin parental females that are included in the crosses by mistake.  If parental bottles or vials are not 
completely cleared before counting F1 progeny, some parental females with white eyes may be 
counted as exceptional F1 XXY females, which also have white eyes, and some parental males with 
red eyes may be counted as F1 X0 males, which also have red eyes.  In this cross, parental female 
have nub2 wings and can be clearly distinguished from F1 females that have wild-type wings, and 
parental males have ve wings and can be clearly distinguished from F1 males that have wild-type 
wings.  Progeny from non-virgin parental females will have white eyes and nubbed wings.  Also note 
that if students score some F2 progeny by mistake, one fourth of these flies will be ve/ve and will 
have veinlet wings (none of the F1 flies have veinlet wings) and one fourth will be nub2/nub2 and 
have nubbed wings (F1 have wild-type wings).   
 Considering only the sex chromosomes, the F1 exceptional, XXY females (w1118/w1118/Y, 
with white eyes) will in most cases have mated with their XY brothers (w1118/Y, white eyes).  If one 
can collect virgin XXY females, they can be mated with wild-type males (+/Y), giving the following 
possible progeny.  

w1118/w1118/Y  females            ×    +/Y males  

     

F1 w1118/+   =  XX, red eyed, normal females 

F1 w1118/w1118/+  =  XXX, red eyed, weak females 

F1 +/Y    = XY, red eyed, fertile males 

F1 w1118/Y   = XY, white eyed, fertile males 

F1 w1118/Y/Y   = XYY, white eyed, fertile males 

F1 Y/Y    = die as embryos  
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 Considering only the sex chromosomes, the F1 presumptive X0 males (+/0, with red eyes) 
were mated with five C(1)DX, y f virgin females.  These females came from a stock of C(1)DX, y f 
/Y females, which have two X chromosomes attached to a single centromere, and sn3 /Y males 
(singed, very small bristles).  Hence, if by mistake a mated C(1)DX, y f female is used in the above 
cross, the progeny males are sn3 with short bristles.  If the presumptive nondisjuction F1 males are 
X0, they will be sterile due to the absence of male fertility factors on the Y chromosome (see a 
discussion of this topic in Carvalho et al., 2000).   

In a pilot run, where w1118/w1118 females were mated with Canton-S (wild-type) males, we 
recovered one presumptive X0 male out of 2,175 total males and this male was sterile.  We also 
recovered one presumptive XXY female out of 2,782 total females, but we were not sure if this 
female was a parental female that was scored as an exceptional F1 progeny (they have the same 
white-eyed phenotype).  This is the reason that we included the nub2 and ve markers in the crosses of 
this teaching excercise. 

To confirm that X0 males and XXY females recovered in this study are due to nondisjunction, 
female parents (w1118/w1118 ; nub2/nub2) were placed at 5oC (in a refrigerator) for three or four days, 
removed and mated with untreated parental males (+/Y ; ve/ve) (Woodruff and Thompson, 2002).  
Since cold has been reported to induce nondisjunction in D. melanogaster (Leigh, 1979;  Foureman, 
1988;  Woodruff and Thompson, 2002), it is our hypothesis that the frequency of X0 and XXY 
nondisjnction events will be significantly higher in the cold-treated females compared to females 
maintained at room temperature (about 22oC).   
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 

The identification of extraneous flies:  We recovered a few parental flies and F2 flies among 
F1 progeny.  In all cases we were able to identify these flies as not being F1s, because of the presence 
of nub2 or ve phenotypes. 
Nondisjunction:  The nondisjunction events recovered from parental females were as follows:  
 

X0 Males XXY Females 

4/11,272 (0.0004)a 2/12,719 (0.0002)a 

a2 (1 df) = 0.31, P = 0.58 (Fisher’s exact test) 
 
All four of the X0 males were sterile due to the lack of a Y chromosome.  Hence, they arose from 
nondisjunction in female parents.  The two recovered XXY females were not virgins;  they had mated 
with their sibling males.  Hence, we were not able to test these XXY females for extra sex 
chromosomes by matings to wild-type males, as discussed above.  The frequency of nondisjunction 
leading to X0 males and to XXY females was not significantly different (P = 0.58).  Yet, the rate of 
nondisjunction events in this study (6/23,991 = 0.0003, or about one event in 3,333 progeny) was 
lower than that observed by Bridges (about 1/1700) (Bridges, 1916a).  This may mean that the rate of 
nondisjunction is influenced by the genetic background.  There are known mutants that increase the 
frequency of nondisjunction (see Szabad et al., 1995, and references therein).  
 Cold treatment:  As an additional confirmation that the X0 and XXY events recovered in this 
study were from nondisjunction, we treated w1118/w1118 ; nub2/nub2 females for one day at 5C and 
then mated them with +/Y ; ve/ve males.  We recovered one XXY female and two X0 males out of 
1,944 total flies.  The X0 males were sterile.  The comparison of the frequency of nondisjunction at 
room temperature (about 22C) and in cold are as follows.    
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X0 Males & XXY Females at 22C X0 Males & XXY Females at 5C 

6/23,991 (0.0003)a 3/1,944 (0.0015)a 

  a2 (1 df) = 5.34, P = 0.02 
 
Hence, as previously reported (Leigh, 1979;  Foureman, 1988;  Woodruff and Thompson, 2002), cold 
treatment did significantly increase the frequency of XXY and X0 progeny in this study, confirming 
that these exceptions were due to nondisjunction in female parents.   
 A class discussion of the results of this teaching exercise could include the following topics:   

1)  Bridges (1916b) stated that the exceptional offspring that he observed were caused by 
nondisjunction in female parents:  “Evidence has been presented which proves that the occasional (1 
in 1,700) matroclinous daughters or patroclinous sons produced by females is known to be XX in 
composition is due to primary non-disjunction, that is, the X’s fail to disjoin and are both included in 
the egg or both extruded to the polar cell.” (Bridges, 1916b).  Why did Bridges rule out 
nondisjunction occurring in parental males?  Does nondisjunction occur in parental males?  If it does, 
what F1 progeny are expected from the cross of this study?  The answer is that nondisjunction does 
occur in males, but the X0 and XXY progeny from nondisjnction in parental males have the same 
phenotypes as normal XY and XX progeny.  “If primary non-disnuction occurred in the male, XY 
and zero sperm would be formed, but the zygotes from them would not differ in their sex-linked 
characters from regular offspring, so that such an occurrrence could not be detected immediately.” 
(Bridges, 1916a).  

2)  Nondisjunction can occur at division I or II of meiosis.  Is there a difference in the 
expected frequency of nondisjunction events among other gametes in these two divisions?  
Nondisjunction in division I of meiosis will give rise to one-half of gametes that have two X 
chromosomes and one-half that have no X chromosoes.  Nondisjunction in division II of meiosis give 
rise to one-fourth of gametes with two X chromosomes, one-fourth with no X chromosomes, and 
one-half with one X chromosome.  Would one be able to identify nondisjunction events that occurred 
in division I and II in the cross of this study?  No, since nondisjunction in divison I or II give rise to 
exceptional progeny with the same phenotypes.  

3)  Does nondisjunction occur in humans?  Yes it does.  Students might discuss that it is 
important to have a model system (such as Drosophila) to identify aneuploidy (loss or grain of 
chromosomes) that is caused by nondisjunction, because aneupolidy occurs in at least five percent of 
human pregnancies, is a leading cause of pregnancy loss, and is the most common cause of mental 
retardation in humans (Hassold et al., 1996;  Hassold and Hunt, 2001;  Hassold et al., 2007).  For 
example, it has been reported that irradiation, oral contraceptives, fertility drugs, alcohol, and 
smoking may increase aneuploidy in humans (Hassold and Hunt, 2001).   
 References:  Bridges, C.B., 1913,  J. Exp. Zool. 15: 587-606;  Bridges, C.B., 1916a,  Genetics 
1: 1-52;  Bridges, C.B., 1916b,  Genetics 1: 107-163;  Carvalho, A.B., B.P. Lazzaro, and A.G. Clark 
2000,  Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 97: 13239-13244;  Cock, A.G., 1983,  Annals of Science 40: 19-59;  
Crow, E.W., and J.F. Crow 2002,  Genetics 160: 1-4;  Foureman, P.A., 1988,  Mutat. Res. 203: 309-
316;  Hassold, T., M. Abruzzo, K. Adkins, D. Griffin, M. Merrill, E. Millie, D. Saker, J. Shen, and 
M. Zaragoza 1996,  Environ. Mut. Mutagen 28: 167-175;  Hassold, T., and P. Hunt 2001,  Nature 
Reviews Genetics 2: 280-291;  Hasold, T., H. Hall, and P. Hunt 2007,  Human Mol. Genet. 16: R203-
208;  Morgan, T.H., 1910,  Science 32: 120-122;  Leigh, B., 1979,  Mut. Res. 61: 65-68;  Nettie, S., 
1908,  J. Exp. Zool. 5: 359-374;  Sutton, W.S., 1902,  Biol. Bull. 4: 24-39;  Szabad, J., E. Mathe, and 
J. Puro 1995,  Genetics 139: 1585-1599;  Woodruff, R.C., and J.N. Thompson, jr. 2002,  Dros. Inf. 
Serv. 85: 149-151.   




